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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the concepts of vulnerability and resilience, and their applications for ageing and older people through literature in this area. Concurrently, it reviews the life course framework and the capability approach, and their relevance to human development. Current literature offers great insights on novel approaches to conceptualizing the quality of life and well-being of older people, as well as information on distinctive analytical tools (such as the Active Ageing Index and the Global AgeWatch Index) that help measure and monitor varying outcomes across different policy contexts. The paper demonstrates how policy interventions throughout the life course must aim to not just reduce vulnerabilities to risks but also boost the personal coping capacities (or resilience) of people moving into old age. These interventions are most effective when accompanied by active, health-enhancing behaviour by individuals, by a reduction in the socio-cultural constraints faced by older people, as well as by enabling, age friendly environments. The paper points to the long-term impact of transitions (such as the onset of disability or the death of spouse) and life course experiences (such as work and family history) on three key components of the quality of life and well-being of older persons: financial well-being, health, and social support and connectedness. The discussion extends to how contextual and temporal factors contribute to inequalities and vulnerabilities in old age, with an emphasis on identifying the role of gender disparities and institutional differences across countries. A review of evidence generated by the Global AgeWatch Index helps identify contexts in which older people fare better. It points to policy interventions effective in ameliorating vulnerabilities among current and future generations of older persons.

Introduction

This paper reviews relevant literature on the impact of life cycle transitions on vulnerabilities in old age. It presents current understandings of the notion of vulnerability and resilience, and their applications for ageing and older people. A two-pronged framework—analysing the capability approach and the life course perspective—is argued to be the best way to gather evidence on aspects of human development that empower older people, something critical not just for a full understanding of the future societal challenges of population ageing, but also of the policy and behavioural responses required in different contexts across the world.

The paper provides a summary of empirical literature on how numerous life course experiences and transitions affect the personal welfare of older people. An emphasis is placed on identifying the long-term impact of trigger events (such as the onset of disability or the death of spouse) and life course experiences (such as work and family history) on three key components of the quality of life and well-being of older persons: financial well-being, health, and social support and connectedness.
These three dimensions are closely linked to determinants of multidimensional, multi-level measures of vulnerabilities in old age. The paper highlights how contextual and temporal factors contribute to inequalities and vulnerabilities in old age, with a focus on identifying the roles of gender disparities and institutional differences. It examines how the cumulative effect of experiences of childhood, youth and middle age can be seen in terms of disadvantages in old age. The evidence highlights that individuals are active agents in the construction of their lives, for instance, through health-promoting activities. It presents the importance of income and employment security throughout the life course, including old age, and of education and human capital in predicting unequal experiences of ageing and old age. Social protection schemes as well as universal public health programmes stand out as critical in many countries in enhancing the coping capacities and resilience of people through the life cycle.

In undertaking policy analysis, useful synergies are drawn from concurrent work on the Global AgeWatch Index, which since its launch in October 2013 has provided a first-of-its-kind quantitative measure on the quality of life and well-being of older people across the globe. The evidence generated by the index helps identify contexts in which older people fare better, and points to policy interventions effective in ameliorating vulnerabilities among current and future generations of older persons.

This paper is organized in four sections. Section 1 focuses on identifying key components of the concept of vulnerability as it applies to older persons, and discusses how specific vulnerability components can be characterized using the life course framework. Section 2 reviews literature that provides insights into structural and institutional contexts as well as life course experiences and trigger events as underlying explanatory factors for the welfare outcomes of older persons. Section 3 highlights policy instruments that help promote the human development and well-being of older people in different contexts. These are for measures that enhance not only the well-being of the aged, but also influence earlier stages of life and affect ageing experiences of people throughout their lives. Section 4 gives concluding remarks.

**Conceptualizing vulnerabilities through a gerontological lens**

This first section focuses on identifying key components of the concept of vulnerability as it applies to older persons, and discusses how specific vulnerability components—risk, coping capacity and outcomes—can be characterized using the life course framework. The blend of insights from the concepts of vulnerability and resilience and the life course, and the human development and capability approaches, draws out a conceptual framework that helps clarify what needs special
emphasis when reviewing vulnerabilities, and their determinants, specific to older persons. In particular, this framework helps to accentuate how vulnerabilities acquired in earlier life combine with temporal and contextual factors to ascertain vulnerabilities in old age, both at individual and household levels, as well as for the communities in which older persons live. The framework also helps us point to policy instruments that are considered most effective in ameliorating vulnerabilities of a multidimensional nature among current and future generations of older persons.

At the outset, it is useful to set out an understanding of how the concept of vulnerability for older people links with their capabilities and the objective of human development.

People are inherently vulnerable when they lack the capabilities to exercise choice and freedom in doing things they value and/or to cope with threats they face without suffering damage. What is often overlooked is the persistent nature of such restrictions in capabilities, and how their adverse impact is accumulated over the lifetime of an individual. Social discrimination—on the basis of socio-economic class, religion, ethnicity, gender, caste, age and other such factors—undercuts economic opportunities and security during earlier life, with impacts accumulating into vulnerabilities in old age.

The personal (internal) capabilities of older persons are determined by their command over financial resources, health, education, employment and social support, and they are affected not just by vulnerabilities experienced over earlier life but also by the intrinsic process of ageing and by the events that trigger changes during old age. Moreover, older people’s capabilities and functioning can also be limited because of the restricting social and physical (external) environment in which they live. Older persons who might otherwise be equally endowed with personal/internal capabilities may still face differing levels of vulnerabilities based on their identity, activity or spatial location. A combination of low personal capabilities and a restricting physical and social environment can therefore hold back older persons from taking advantage of opportunities available to them and/or in being resilient to threats that affect them.

The promotion of human development is synonymous with a process of deepening human progress in which personal capabilities are enhanced in various dimensions and at various levels. The pursuit of human development therefore addresses vulnerabilities by empowering people to overcome threats when and where they may arise. But equally important is the fact that human development enables not just individuals but also their economic, social and physical environment to have higher levels of external capability and resilience in avoiding the effects of shocks, or recovering more quickly from hazards.
SALIENT ASPECTS OF THE CONCEPT OF VULNERABILITY FOR ISSUES OF AGEING AND OLD-AGE POPULATIONS

The studies reviewed in this paper bring together salient aspects of the concept of vulnerability, and related concepts such as risk and risk management, empowerment and resilience, and human capabilities, with a specific focus on ageing and old-age populations. Chambers (1989) is a good starting point in this respect, mainly for the distinction between the two dimensions of the vulnerability concept, external and internal: “Vulnerability here refers to exposure to contingencies and stress, and difficulty in coping with them. Vulnerability has thus two sides: an external side of risks, shocks, and stress to which an individual or household is subject to; and an internal side which is defencelessness, meaning a lack of means to cope without damaging loss. Loss can take many forms—becoming or being physically weaker, economically impoverished, socially dependent, humiliated or psychologically harmed” (ibid., p. 33). These arguments have been further developed in the subsequent literature on vulnerability, by social gerontologists and other social and environmental scientists alike; in particular, aspects of the so-called ‘internal side’ have been spotlighted and linked to the concepts of empowerment and resilience.

Alwang et al. (2001) followed a similar line of thinking in identifying three components in the concept of vulnerability: the risk of events occurring, the response in managing the risk and the outcomes in terms of welfare loss. These comprise three R’s of the concept of vulnerability: risks, responses and results. The authors pointed critically at the concentration by most studies on risky events (at one extreme) or the resulting welfare outcomes (at the other). The ‘response’ aspect was for the most part neglected. Some rectification of this neglected aspect was seen in the renewed emphasis of the World Bank on social risk management, which encompasses not just ex-ante risk mitigation strategies (e.g., malaria pills, self-insurance against perceived risks) but also ex-post coping activities after a risky event has occurred (such as selling assets, removing children from school) (ibid., p. 3). The authors provided a good survey of how other research areas, such as poverty dynamics, food security, etc., treat the three R’s (ibid., p. 24).

Along the same lines, Schröder-Butterfill and Marianti (2006) built on and extended Chambers (1989) and Alwang et al. (2001), and provided three analytical domains to construct a conceptual framework for an empirical examination of ‘who is vulnerable’ and for what reasons, and how different policy interventions can be put forward for an impact in these different domains—see figure 1 (taken from Schröder-Butterfill 2012). The Schröder-Butterfill and Marianti framework is powerful, not just for its methodical breakdown into the components of exposure, threat, coping capacity and bad outcomes. It also illustrates how policy interventions at different levels can counter vulnerability—interventions can be targeted before a threat occurs to reduce people’s susceptibility, by mitigating the likelihood that a threat becomes a hazard, and/or can strengthen people’s coping capacities to help them escape or deal with bad outcomes.
Schröder-Butterfill (2012) discussed in further detail four domains of exposure, threat, coping capacity and bad outcomes in the context of old-age vulnerabilities. For the benefit of this paper, they provided a useful further breakdown of the coping capacities component into ‘individual capacities’, ‘social networks’ and ‘formal support’. A further review of the literature on these aspects underscores the point that individual coping capacities rarely suffice when responding to the numerous challenges of old age. Instead, relational resources in the form of social networks or access to formal support are equally, if not more important. Older people’s social networks comprise not just family and friends, but also neighbours or members of social groups—they are often key defences against threats encountered in later life (see, for example, Ngan 2011). Informal networks are not always beneficial for older persons, however; they might be burdened by obligations, such as providing so much support to others that it reduces their capacity to support themselves (Evandrou and Falkingham 2004, Lloyd-Sherlock and Locke 2008). For these reasons, Schröder-Butterfill (2012) also emphasized that the availability and reach of formal support is vital. Access to formal support can be affected by long-term structural and social inequalities between social groups within a given society.

The work of Sabates-Wheeler and Devereux (2008) is distinctive from the studies reviewed above. Apart from raising the most pertinent question about how best to measure the important aspect of ‘ability to manage’ (in other words, the coping capacity), they argued that vulnerability should be re-conceptualized as emerging from and embedded in socio-political contexts—rather than
being an exogenously given factor in terms of risks and shocks. The authors deviated somewhat from the World Bank framework mentioned above, which attributes vulnerability to risk management strategies of individuals or groups of individuals. Their emphasis on structural inequalities and disparities in access to rights and opportunities is in line with the overall message of the 2014 Human Development Report.

In measuring coping capacity, the authors referred to the proxy of income or consumption and asset profiles, and also risk management strategies, and this is in line with the social protection policy drive of the World Bank. They make two other subtle points that are important for this paper: “(T)o be a useful concept, vulnerability must be defined in relation to some other phenomenon, such as poverty, malnutrition, exclusion, or neglect” (referred to as the ‘bad outcomes’ in the Schröder-Butterfill and Marianti [2006] framework). Further: “(T)o understand vulnerability fully it is not enough simply to take a one-period view. Vulnerability needs to be forward-looking, as it makes a prediction about future poverty (or other outcomes).” Other studies also make the important point of vulnerability being a dynamic concept, not just that the current vulnerability state is the outcome of life course experiences and critical transitions, but that the current state also reflects potential future vulnerability.

Hufschmidt (2011) emphasized ‘resilience’ and ‘adaptive capacity’ as the key components of the concept of vulnerability. Note here that both these terms link closely to the idea of human agency, which is central to Amartya Sen’s capability approach. Thus, a focus on enhancing the empowerment, adaptation and resilience of older persons provides the link between the objectives of reduction of vulnerabilities and promotion of human development. Clarification of the notion of adaptive capacity links it with the concept of resilience: “(I)t is demonstrated [in the study] that ‘adaptation’ and ‘adaptive capacity’ serve as hinges not only for conceptualising vulnerability but between ‘vulnerability’ and ‘resilience’ alike” (ibid., p. 621).

Wild et al. (2013) provided a timely discussion of resilience and discussed how gerontologists consider the concept of resilience useful in exploring how older persons negotiate the adversities commonly associated with later life. In line with the premises of Schröder-Butterfill (2012), and also Sabates-Wheeler and Devereux (2008), the authors emphasized that the concept of resilience, when taking a critical gerontology perspective, needs to go beyond the individual level, and explored how higher overlapping and interrelated levels of resilience (referred to as social resilience) make sense for the lives of older people (see figure 2, extracted from Wild et al. 2013, which defines resilience at the levels of individuals, households, families, neighbourhoods, communities and societies). It can be argued that this is the most pertinent way to conceptualize resilience and social empowerment in old age, given the importance of communities, households and neighbourhoods in the experiences of older people, and also in avoiding putting onus solely on frail older people.
Implicitly, in their identification of different levels of resilience, Wild and her colleagues recognized that vulnerabilities need to be tackled not just at the individual level but also at the level of the family or household (the *micro-level* vulnerabilities, with linked lives within families); at the levels of the neighbourhood and community (the *meso-level* vulnerabilities of the environments in which older people live); and at the national and societal level (*macro-level* vulnerabilities). In identifying these contextual and collective levels of resilience, the authors make an important point: “(I)ncreased resilience for one individual or group does not always detract from that of others, indeed [it] may [even] enhance it” (ibid, p. 152). In other words, resilience is not a ‘zero-sum’ equation! Without this acknowledgement, the onus will be placed heavily on the individual, at the risk of blaming the victim.

Wild and colleagues also suggested that models of resilience in later life need to distinguish between different ‘areas of life’ where resilience may be occurring or weakened (see figure 3, extracted from Wild et al. 2013). These different forms of resilience may or may not overlap or interact. For example, an older person may be less financially resilient, but he/she might still enjoy community support and/or be psychologically resilient to compensate for financial shortcomings. In
addition, different levels (micro-, meso- and macro-) and areas (financial, cultural, etc.) may operate interactively.

**Figure 3: Different ‘areas of life’ of resilience for old-age populations**


**RELEVANCE OF A LIFE COURSE FRAMEWORK AND DIMENSIONS OF WELL-BEING**

In the field of gerontology, the life course framework that provides the linkages between different phases of life has been recognized as particularly relevant (for more discussion, see, for example, Mayor 2009). It captures several key aspects of human development, alongside age-related changes, in the form of life experiences (such as work histories, family histories, healthy living behaviour, availability of health and social care, etc.) and combines them with the context of time and space to offer a strong explanatory power for welfare outcomes observed in old age. Another crucial aspect of the life course theory is that individuals are active agents in the construction of their lives. They are affected by the choices they make, within the opportunities and constraints of their family background, and structural and temporal contexts (Bengtson et al. 2005). The importance of the life course framework and how it is linked with the concept of vulnerability for old-age populations is highlighted in this section.

In linking the life course framework with the concept of vulnerability reviewed above, what becomes important is to review studies that investigate the influences of accumulated experiences of
life on—adapting the framework of Alwang et al. (2001)—the ‘three R’s’ of the vulnerability concept: risk, response and result. It is important to note first that ambiguity remains in the concept of vulnerability as to what constitutes a ‘risk’, ‘coping capacity’ or ‘bad outcome’. What can be referred to as the ‘circularity problem’ points to the fact that these three components of vulnerability are entangled, and seem to be mutually endogenous and interlaid.

Health status, for example, can be a risk factor as deterioration will affect other domains of well-being, such as social and economic engagement, in youth as well as old age. Health can also be a coping capacity because health is a human resource. It is particularly important for behavioural responses of older people that enhance their well-being, such as participation in family and community activities. Moreover, healthy ageing is a welfare outcome to be desired in its own right (especially in older ages, when there is a natural loss of functioning due to frailty), and its determinants can be linked to healthy lifestyles adopted during earlier phases of life. Leaving aside this conceptual complexity, it is useful to investigate the influences of accumulated life histories and life course transitions on important financial and social domains of older people’s well-being.

The discussion on ‘vulnerability to what’ (the so-called ‘bad outcomes’) is analogous to the question of what determines the well-being of older people, and how it might differ from one context to the other (e.g., in low-resource settings as opposed to rich developed countries). In this respect, the multidimensional nature of the measure of well-being needs to be emphasized, particularly when it concerns older people and their vulnerabilities.

The background work for the Global AgeWatch Index provides useful insights about the dimensions of well-being of older persons, namely: financial security, health status, employment and education, and an enabling environment (for more details, see the section that follows on identifying vulnerabilities among older persons and on policy implications). In addition, the review of Glaser et al. (2009) commissioned by the United Kingdom’s Equality and Human Rights Commission provides strong arguments in favour of using the following three domains: poverty and low income in later life, health and social support. All in all, a good understanding of the impact of life experiences and trigger events on health, as well as on financial well-being and patterns of social support are vital for understanding vulnerabilities in old age. Some other studies have also emphasized the importance of psychological well-being as an essential welfare outcome, and have studied its social and economic determinants (see, for instance, Demey et al. 2013). In this paper, we cover the aspect of psychological well-being within the broader dimension of health.

Table 1 presents the scheme for connecting the life course framework with vulnerabilities among older persons in the abovementioned three dimensions.
The first column mentions the three dimensions, which can also be referred to as the welfare outcomes of interest in old age. As discussed above, each of these dimensions can be viewed as the risk, the coping capacity or the outcome components of the concept of vulnerability.

The second column mentions various trigger events that affect the welfare outcomes of older persons. They are thought to be critical transitions, mainly during old age, for which we have evidence of an impact.

The third column includes lifetime influences (experiences) that are expected to have an impact on the welfare outcomes mentioned under the first column.
Table 1: Framework for the literature review of influences of critical transitions and life cycle experiences on multidimensional vulnerabilities in old age

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Welfare outcomes in old age</th>
<th>Trigger events (critical transitions during older ages)</th>
<th>Lifetime influences (life course experiences)</th>
<th>Structural and temporal factors that lead to inequalities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| I.  Financial well-being (individual/family incomes, poverty) | a. Onset of retirement | i. Work histories | • Gender  
• Social classes  
• Education  
• Other factors (ethnicities, religion, disability) |
|                            | b. Loss of job | ii. Terms and conditions of work (earnings, sector, occupation, etc.) |                                             |
|                            | c. Loss of spouse (widowhood, or divorce) | iii. Marriage and divorce history |                                             |
|                            | d. Onset of disability or ill health | iv. Childbearing history (including timing of birth) |                                             |
|                            | v. Provision of informal care | |                                             |
| II. Health (mortality/life expectancy, morbidity/health-adjusted life expectancy, health behaviour) | a. Onset of retirement | i. Work histories | • Gender  
• Social classes  
• Education  
• Other factors |
|                            | b. Loss of job | ii. Terms and conditions of work |                                             |
|                            | c. Loss of spouse or bereavement of a family member | iii. Marriage and divorce history |                                             |
|                            | d. Migration | iv. Childbearing history |                                             |
|                            | v. Provision of informal care | |                                             |
| III. Social connectedness and support | a. Loss of spouse | 1. Work histories | • Gender  
• Social classes  
• Education  
• Childlessness  
• Other factors |
|                            | b. Mortality of carers | 2. Marriage and divorce history |                                             |
|                            | c. Migration for residential proximity | 3. Childbearing history |                                             |
|                            | d. Residential mobility of carers | 4. Migration/displacement |                                             |
| Policy instruments | Direct and immediate | Social investment policies/preventive interventions | Surveillance required to avoid adverse factors arising in varying contexts |

The last column points to structural and temporal factors that lead to inequalities in old age with respect to the welfare outcomes mentioned under the first column.
Thus, table 1 offers a framework for the literature review of critical transitions and life cycle experiences as well as structural and temporal factors that affect multidimensional vulnerabilities in old age. For example, following this framework, studies are reviewed that emphasize how social support networks are important elements of the coping capacities in old age, and how they are also the outcomes of life experiences, through work experiences, family formation and friendships built up over a lifetime of reciprocal exchange.

**THE CAPABILITY APPROACH, AGEING AND THE LIFE COURSE FRAMEWORK**

Sen’s many writings critique conventional views about the perception of well-being. He emphasizes that command over resources should not be the sole basis of personal welfare, no matter how comprehensive and inclusive the definition of resources is. He argues that specific outcomes (for example, the standard of living attained) are important, but the opportunity or capability to achieve such outcomes should form a more preferable basis of the concept of well-being.

In Sen’s capability approach, an individual’s opportunities to achieve outcomes he/she desires are determined by his or her ‘capability set’. By capability set, he means the ability and freedom of individuals to perform a certain set of functionings (where functionings refer to the outcomes, say, of being well-nourished, well-sheltered, well-dressed, participating meaningfully in society, etc.). One important emphasis in this approach is the difference between capabilities and functionings: the former is having the freedom to do or be something; the latter whether or not this actually happens (for more discussion and other critical references, see Zaidi 2008). People’s capabilities are determined by their position to choose between alternative functionings, and the final choice is influenced by not just their resources, but also their particular tastes and preferences, and the norms and contexts/structures within which they live.

Nussbaum (2000), who also identified a list of ‘central human capabilities’, provided a useful distinction between different types of capability. *Basic capabilities* are the ones with which a person is born; they can be considered permanent. *Internal capabilities* are the ones that a person develops throughout his life. For example, the ageing process would lead to acquisition of capabilities, such as skills and knowledge, and experience. At the same time, a deterioration of some internal capabilities is also inevitable because of ageing, for example, loss of physical strength. *Combined capabilities* refer to the combination of internal capabilities, and the facilitation and constraints of the external physical and social environment (also referred to as structural constraints). The combined

---

1 Sen first outlined the capability approach in his Tanner Lecture at Stanford University in 1979 (Sen 1980), and provided its formal description in several subsequent pieces of his later work (see, inter alia, Sen 1985 and 1999).
capabilities notion links closely with different levels of empowerment and resilience (discussed above in the review of Wild et al. 2013).

Following the discussion of Lloyd-Sherlock (2002), for policy purposes, it is important to make a clear distinction between internal capabilities and structural constraints. A clear distinction is deemed difficult, mainly due to unequal experiences of ageing, in which the process of gains and losses of internal capability vary greatly between individuals. Such intrinsic variations are not just a result of trigger events (such as loss of job, marriage breakdown or death of a partner), but they are also affected in a gradual, cumulative way by a wide range of influences occurring during all the previous stages of a person’s life, such as healthy living behaviour, and access to timely and appropriate health care. Moreover, the effects of trigger events and life cycle experiences continue right through the life course in interaction with the physical, social and political environment. Thus, the internal capability of an older person depends on his/her lifetime accumulation of social, human and financial capital, as well as the enabling environment in which he/she is currently living.

Figure 4, extracted from Lloyd-Sherlock (ibid.), highlights a number of important processes, starting with how functionings in later life are affected by functionings during earlier life, which are in turn affected by exposure to structural factors (contexts) and the internal capability of earlier life. The ageing effect can work positively, through acquisition of higher internal capabilities with age, or it can have an adverse effect, though loss of internal capabilities, such as due to frailty.

This framework points not only to the importance of life course influences and trigger events on the well-being of older people, but also helps distinguish between personal/internal human development and the role of structural and institutional development in helping people accumulate health and assets for their old age.

A special mention can also be made of the active ageing policy discourse and its relationship with the promotion of human capabilities (for a discussion, see Zaidi 2014b, Zaidi et al. 2013). It is true that different internal capabilities come and go throughout life, and this process is, to an extent, influenced by chronological age. The loss of certain kinds of internal capability (such as physical strength) is more or less inevitable as a person grows old, but this decline is often exaggerated and generalized, feeding into policies that exacerbate reduction in combined capabilities while ageing. Active ageing idea goes strongly against the culture of such ‘dependency policies’, in which older people are seen to be passive recipients of benefits and services.
Active ageing strategies draw on the insight that successful measures enable older people to increasingly participate in the labour market, and social and family activities, and live independent, secure and healthy lives. The rationale is that setting in place the conditions to empower older people to live active lives with degrees of independence and security is the catalyst for sustainable ageing societies. The multifaceted design of a comprehensive active ageing policy discourse allows the setting of policy goals to maintain, and even raise, the well-being of older individuals. It also strengthens social cohesion in the society and solidarity between generations, and improves the financial sustainability of public welfare systems. Under such conditions, care for the elderly is seen as a positive—much less of a burden—and a source to empower older people to free themselves from dependency and social isolation. Thus, active ageing discourse falls in line with the idea of empowering people to contribute to their own development and that of the society around them—the principles underlying the human development agenda, and the enhancement of internal and combined capabilities.

**Identifying vulnerabilities among older persons**

The discussion above suggests that the Global AgeWatch Index provides a good working framework to review the measures of vulnerability for older people, especially as it uses insights from human...
development (see HelpAge International 2013b for more details on its conceptual and empirical framework). The framework identifies four domains of well-being for older persons:

- **Financial security**, using indicators on the pension income beneficiaries ratio, older people’s incomes or consumption relative to the rest of the society, and poverty risk among older people;

- **Health status**, using life expectancy at 60, healthy life expectancy at 60, and psychological well-being as indicators of physical health and mental well-being;

- **Employment and education among older people** as a proxy for the coping attributes of older people, given that lacking these attributes makes them more vulnerable; and

- **Enabling environments**, using indicators pertinent to enabling age friendly attributes of the societies in which older people live—they correspond to societal resilience in the discussion above.

A review of Glaser et al. (2009) on life course influences and well-being in later life points to three domains of the well-being of older persons: poverty and low income, health and social support. This choice of domains helps identify literature to be reviewed in our study of vulnerabilities in old age. The review of Glaser et al. (ibid) provides insights into the structural contexts, life course experiences and trigger events acting as underlying explanatory factors for the welfare outcomes of older persons in the three dimensions. In reviewing the studies, particularly those included in Glaser et al. (ibid.), those specific findings are emphasized that provide insights for the identification of policy interventions to promote the resilience and capabilities of older people and communities in which they live. An emphasis is also placed on identifying gender disparities within a single context, differences in the institutional context across countries, and information on experiences of youth and middle age that are cumulative in generating disadvantages across the life course.

**FINANCIAL SECURITY**

**TRIGGER EVENTS**

In analyses and research of low income and poverty in old age, the most commonly studied transition—and for good reason, given its perceived impact—has been the exit from the labour market for retirement (see for instance, Holden et al. 1988, Bardasi et al. 2002). Widowhood and the onset of disability are two other trigger events with adverse impacts on the financial well-being of older persons (see Burkhauser et al. 1988, 1991; Emmerson and Muriel 2008; Holden et al. 1986; McLaughlin and Jensen 2000).
The trend of early retirement can point to a mixture of voluntary and involuntary decisions to exit from the labour market; thus, it is important to study the relationship between the timing of retirement and financial well-being in life post retirement. Zaidi and Gustafsson (2006) made use of the extensive Swedish income panel data, SWIP, for the period 1978 to 1999, which provided access to 22 years of information on income, labour market and demographic attributes of the Sweden-born and foreign-born Swedish populations. Their findings suggested that retirement in advance of the statutory pension age had an adverse impact on pension incomes, although only early retirement that exceeds five years is found to adversely affect pension incomes. Other findings of the same paper are also of interest; for instance, unemployment had a perverse effect on retirement incomes only when it was experienced prior to age 58. The experience of being in receipt of social assistance had a strong negative impact on family pension income, and the effect was stronger for men than for women, and for higher educated pensioners than for lower educated pensioners. Surprisingly, the results, when controlling for other relevant factors for the foreign-born Swedish population, were very similar to those for the home-born Swedes. This finding can be attributed to the strong redistributive element inherent in the Swedish social insurance system. The findings support the importance of formal support for the welfare of older people.

The other trigger events shown to have significant effects on old-age poverty and income are spousal death and the onset of disability. Several studies have shown that widowhood has a significant association with changes in income and poverty status at older ages (Burkhauser et al. 1988, 1991; Emmerson and Muriel 2008; Zaidi, Rake and Falkingham 2008; Zaidi and De Vos 2008). McLaughlin and Jensen (2000) showed that widowhood was associated with higher poverty risks for those aged 55 and over, even when work history variables and current socio-economic circumstances were controlled for. Using data from the United States, Burkhauser and Duncan (1991) found that the onset of work-related disability reduced economic well-being at later ages; they also showed that the effect was mitigated when measures were in place to provide social protection to workers against health-related events.

Zaidi and De Vos (2008) described how differential contexts of social security systems, particularly individual pension income rights and entitlements to survivors’ benefits, played a role in income dynamics during old age for British and Dutch older persons. The most notable difference was in the consequences of becoming a widow(er). In the Netherlands, this event is associated with both upward and downward income mobility, while in the United Kingdom, becoming a widow(er) is only linked to downward income mobility. Although the basic state pension forms an important part of the system in both countries, there are essential differences that affect the financial security of older persons. First, the growth of a basic state pension is indexed in line with price inflation only in the United Kingdom and in line with (higher) wage growth in the Netherlands. Secondly, the entitlements for basic pensions in the United Kingdom are accumulated mainly by participation in
the labour market, and thus certain subgroups—notably women—are at a disadvantage. In contrast, entitlements to the Dutch basic pension depend on residency status alone.

LIFETIME INFLUENCES: WORK HISTORIES

The employment record during working life is critical in many contexts, because entitlements to pensions in most schemes are accumulated with the help of the social insurance contributions deducted from wages. The occupation and type of job held also matters, because the accumulation of pension entitlements is affected by both levels of earnings, and the likelihood of pension coverage in the employment sector. This reliance on contribution-based pension schemes for the provisioning of incomes in retirement means that disadvantages during the working life are accumulated towards higher risks of financial poverty in later life. Where no formal pension income support is in place, as is the case in many less economically developed countries, private savings in the form of business and personal assets are crucial for people to accumulate financial resources for later life—also, in this case, the link between disadvantages experienced during the working life and in retirement remains strong.

In some pension schemes, a system of national insurance credits helps redistribute income in favour of those who had employment disadvantages during their working lives. For example, absences from the labour market are credited for mothers who provide care for young children, for those who receive unemployment or disability benefits, or for those who care for a disabled person. Therefore, pension income disadvantage is a complex combination of employment disruptions during working lives, gaps in accrued credits for absences from the labour market and a lack of pension income coverage in certain employment sectors.

Research undertaken in European welfare states on the influence of work histories presents interesting examples of how good research can help identify life course factors that lead to financial vulnerability in old age. For example, Bardasi and Jenkins (2002), using British data, showed that women aged 60 and over were more likely than men of the same age to have low incomes. A surprising finding of this study was that more years in paid work during working life (between the ages of 20 and 60) did not lower the risk of low income. Instead, lower pension incomes for women were related to higher occupational instability and more often part-time work. For women, income disparity in old age depended particularly on their age (younger cohorts were doing better), on education (having higher educational attainment reduced the gender gap), and occupation and sector of employment when working.

There is similar evidence suggesting that the proportion of working life spent in paid work may not significantly correlate with low income in later life once other factors, such as gender, occupation and education, are taken into account. Stewart (2003), who also used the British data, found that women’s lifetime earnings have far less impact on their financial position in retirement than men’s.
Vartanian and McNamara (2002) found that women’s poverty in midlife (40 to 59 years) was strongly related to poor economic outcomes in old age, although it was only one predictor. For example, relative affluence in middle age did not necessarily preclude poverty in later life, as labour force involvement, education and marital status were also significantly related to old-age economic outcomes. A study that used United States data provided similar evidence: The proportion of time spent in paid work had little or no effect on the economic well-being in later life of low-earning women, unless there were additional advantages like unionization, core sector status (as differentiated from periphery sector status) and pension plan availability (McNamara 2007).

Sefton et al. (2011) made use of data from several multicountry, large-scale longitudinal surveys to investigate the relationship between work histories and personal incomes, from public and private sources, of older women in the United Kingdom, the United States and western Germany. This comparison of three countries, with differing public welfare systems, shows how the interaction between the life course and pension system affects older women’s pension incomes. The authors found that the association between women’s pension incomes and work histories was strongest in Germany and weakest in the United Kingdom. In linking work history to pension entitlements, these two countries represent the classic distinction between Bismarckian (from Otto von Bismarck in Germany) and Beveridgean (from William Beveridge in the United Kingdom) systems. The former is based on public social insurance principles, and private pensions are less developed, whereas the latter focuses on a minimum safety net, with additional levels being the responsibility of the individual and the employer. The authors found evidence of a ‘pensions poverty trap’ in the United Kingdom; only predominantly full-time employment was associated with significantly higher incomes in later life. Work history mattered less for widows (in all three countries) and more for recent birth cohorts and more educated women (United Kingdom only).

Another important aspect is the study of how obligations towards care provisions within the family adversely affect employment and therefore the build-up of pension entitlements. Young et al. (2006) showed that care provision for more than 20 hours a week had a strong negative association with the likelihood of full-time employment in the age group 35 to 59, and this effect was stronger for women than men. Evandrou and Glaser (2003) showed that female carers were significantly more disadvantaged compared to male carers in terms of their level of entitlement to basic state pensions. These and similar studies, however, fail to establish whether care provision obligations of women reduce their availability for work, or structural restrictions in the labour market render them more often available for informal care.

LIFETIME INFLUENCES: FAMILY HISTORIES

Family history explanatory factors include marriage and its duration, divorce and remarriage, and childbearing experiences. These histories link to employment histories, especially in contexts where
the traditional male breadwinner family model is still dominant. In such settings, women are expected to engage in caring responsibilities within the family. Motherhood and other care duties lead to longer absences from the labour market. In other contexts, the greater financial independence of women provides more freedom to break away from unhappy marriages and to choose not to marry again. Investigating the impact of family histories on incomes in old age is therefore important, also for the fact that family formation behaviour is rapidly changing worldwide, perhaps more quickly in developed countries. Other change factors are the increase in childbearing outside marriage, childbearing at a later age and the higher likelihood of a divorce. Fortunately, a good number of studies can be found providing evidence on the life course family factors that affect the well-being of older women.

For women, the number of children appears to have an adverse effect on pension incomes. The same is true for spending time raising young children outside marriage. In contrast, the evidence for the impact of marital history is less clear. Some studies show that unmarried women are more likely to have low incomes in later life. This is also true for those who are never married, widowed, or divorced and separated, for both sexes (Bardasi and Jenkins 2002, McLaughlin and Jensen 2000). Rake et al. (2000) used a micro-simulation study for the United Kingdom to show lower retirement incomes for those women who had children, and for those who divorced and did not remarry. These findings were supported by Ginn (2003), Walker et al. (2000), and Johnson and Favreault (2004), which showed a significant loss of pension entitlements among women who had children and who experienced marital disruptions. In apparent contrast to these studies, Bardasi and Jenkins (2004) and Sefton et al. (2008) found that marital history appeared to make no difference to pension income in old age once other factors were accounted for.

Sefton et al. (2008) used data from the United Kingdom to examine the impact of work and family histories on individual incomes of older women. As in most other such studies, however, they did not look at the effect of work and family histories together on later life outcomes, choosing to study each type of history separately. They showed that the association between family history and income disparity is weak in the United Kingdom: Older women who remarried, divorced or became widowed have similar incomes to those who remained married. Having children was found to be associated with lower individual incomes in later life, but the actual number of children appeared to make little difference. They also found that women who married later had higher incomes at older ages.
HEALTH

TRIGGER EVENTS

This section reviews studies investigating the impacts of bereavement, unemployment and other traumatic events on health status in old age. Considerable literature has explored the effects of bereavement on health, mostly focused on mortality. Comparing the bereaved with the non-bereaved, these studies have shown that mortality and morbidity is higher among the bereaved group even when other correlates, such as baseline health and socio-economic status, are controlled for (Bowling 1987, Helsing and Szkel 1981, Stroebe et al. 2007). Studies have found that the excess mortality risk among the bereaved usually occurs during the first 6 to 12 months following the death of a spouse, and the outcomes are worse for men than for women (Bowling 1994, Helsing and Szkel 1981, Christakis and Allison 2006, Stroebe et al. 2001). These findings could be linked to the fact that older men may have smaller support networks to cushion the loss of a partner. The relative mortality risk for the bereaved was greater at younger than at older ages (see, for example, Koskinen et al. 2007). The evidence on gender differences is less clear: Some studies showed no gender differences in the prevalence of health issues, such as symptoms of depression, following spousal death (Iachina et al. 2006), while in others, widows reported higher levels of depression following bereavement than widowers (Marks and Lambert 1998).

In contrast to the extensive body of evidence examining the impact of bereavement on health, much less research has focused on the health impact of retirement and age at retirement. Brockman et al. (2009) used German health insurance fund data and found higher mortality among those who received a reduced earnings capacity pension (given to those whose work capacities were restricted during working age) and those who retired early, between the ages of 51 and 55. These findings were likely affected by the fact that these individuals already had health issues during their working lives. Bloemen et al. (2013) used administrative micro-panel data to investigate the causal effect of early retirement on mortality, and they corrected for the unobserved heterogeneity as well as used an exogeneity of policy change that allowed older workers to become eligible for retirement earlier than expected. They found that for men, early retirement decreased the probability of dying within five years by 2.5 percentage points—a strong effect shown to be robust to specification changes.

Gallo et al. (2000), using data from the United States, compared older unemployed and employed workers, and found that older workers who experienced involuntary job loss reported poorer health, physical and mental, even when the baseline health and socio-demographic factors were also controlled for. Warr and Jackson (1987) and Warr et al. (1988) found older unemployed workers reported better mental health in comparison to those in the medium age group (aged 25 to 59). Reasons for this difference were said to include middle-aged workers experiencing greater levels
of stress from unemployment as they are more likely to have greater family and financial responsibilities.

Studies identifying other triggers have shown that traumatic events earlier in life are adversely related to health outcomes in middle and older age (Kuh et al. 2002, Shaw and Krause 2002, Krause et al. 2004). These trigger events include parental divorce, death of a child, experience of a traumatic or life-threatening injury, and becoming orphaned during childhood. For example, Krause et al. (2004) found that exposure to a series of traumatic life events across the life course (including unemployment experiences of parents, death of child, etc.) is associated with worse health at older ages. The same study showed that the relationship between traumatic experiences during youth and middle age and current health status is strongest among those aged 65 or more.

Other studies show the adverse experiences of war and conflicts on health in old age. Elder et al. (1994) showed that men engaged in active duty during World War II, after the age of 30, were more likely to experience adverse physical health. Alastalo et al. (2009) found that those who were evacuated as children without their parents during the war reported higher prevalence rates of cardiovascular disease and type 2 diabetes in late adulthood. Only very limited evidence is available to relate the experience of forced migration and health outcomes in old age. Colon-Lopez et al. (2009) found that early age migration compared to later life migration among Mexican immigrants in the United States was associated with higher rates of cardiovascular mortality.

LIFETIME INFLUENCES: WORK HISTORIES

As reported in Glaser et al. (2009), one substantial study examining the impact of various work history factors on health is the 1937 to 1939 Boyd-Orr cohort study, which included a follow-up collection of data in 1997 to 1998, in which surviving participants were interviewed to collect detailed retrospective life course information (for more details, see Blane 2005). The researchers created lifetime exposure scores for a variety of hazards and then investigated how the accumulated work history measures (such as years on benefits and years out of the labour force) were related to indicators of well-being. Researchers investigating this database found that the number of years spent out of the labour force had a negative relationship with quality of life, even when later life health and material circumstances were taken into account (Blane et al. 2004, Holland et al. 2000).

Grundy and Holt (2000), using data from the United Kingdom, found that the proportion of adult life spent being unemployed and the experience of being dismissed from work are associated with poorer health and disability in early old age. Amick et al. (2002) used data for the United States and found that the greater the part of working life spent in being unemployed, the more adverse the impact on mortality. The authors also found that a working life spent in low-control jobs increased the hazard of death. Along the same lines, Benzeval and Judge (2001) found that longer term income
had a greater impact on health than current income, and persistent poverty was worse for health than episodic poverty, when baseline health status was taken into account.

LIFETIME INFLUENCES: FAMILY HISTORIES

Lillard and Waite’s (1995) seminal study was based on 20-year data for the United States examining the relationship between the duration of marriage and mortality. Their results showed a mortality advantage for those in marriage over a longer period. Similar research in other contexts has also found married people to have better mental and physical health in comparison to the unmarried (see, for example, Thomas et al. 2005, who used longitudinal data for the United Kingdom, and Brockman and Klein 2004, who used data for Germany). The main reasons underlying this phenomenon are thought to be that marriage acts as a buffering mechanism in stressful situations, and eases access to informal and formal medical and social care services.

Brockman and Klein (2004) also found that widowhood and/or divorce have an adverse impact on the survival rate of men, but no such impact is found for women. Grundy and Holt (2000) found early age at marriage, and more than one marriage, to be associated with poorer health and disability in early old age.

Studies that have investigated childbearing and its relationship to health outcomes in later life generally find higher mortality for women who had more children, and also among women with no children (see, for example, Grundy and Tomassini 2005 for data on the United Kingdom; Grundy and Kravdal 2008, who used Norwegian data; and Hurt et al. 2006, who reviewed evidence on the effect of the number of births on women’s mortality). Both Grundy and Tomassini (ibid.) and Grundy and Kravdal (ibid.) showed that late childbearing (at age 40 or beyond) has an adverse effect on mortality. Read, Grundy and Wolf (2011) showed that early childbearing for women and the death of a child have been associated with poor physical health in later life (42 and beyond) in the United Kingdom. Some ambiguity arises since there are other studies that do not find a consistent pattern in the association between number of children, birth intervals and age of childbearing (Henretta 2007, Spence 2008).

Henretta (2007) found that the birth of a child out of wedlock was associated with higher mortality, and this was linked to the fact that the birth of the first child without being married is more prevalent among those with lower socio-economic status. This may also be the reason underlying the finding that being unmarried at the time of the first birth was associated with poor baseline health, particularly the presence of heart disease and strokes in old age.

Glaser et al. (2005) used data from the United Kingdom to examine how the combination of caregiving with other family responsibilities (such as parenthood) and work roles over the lifetime had an impact on health outcomes in later life. Quite surprisingly, they found that for mid-life men
and women, the joint responsibilities of work and family had negligible negative health consequences.

Read and Grundy (2013) used the latest data from the English Longitudinal Study of Ageing in their analysis of association between parental histories and later life health, and saw how such a relationship is mediated by wealth, health-related behaviours and social support. The family history included the number of natural, adopted or stepchildren, and the timing of first and last birth. Health outcomes included allostatic load (indicating wear and tear on the body), limiting long-term illness and health-related behaviour (smoking and physical activity). Other control factors were education, marital history, childhood health and intergenerational contacts. The authors found that the association between a higher number of children and health was mediated by wealth among both men and women, and by smoking and social strain among women. Mothers had a direct association between early childbirth and allostatic load, whereas for fathers, these effects were mediated through wealth and physical activity.

Demey et al. (2013) analysed how the psychological health of men and women from the United Kingdom living alone in mid-life was associated with partnership and parenthood history. Their findings showed that several aspects of partnership history mattered for psychological health in mid-life, and that the relation between parenthood status and psychological health was different for men and women.

**IMPACT OF INFORMAL CARE PROVISION**

Care provision by family members has been on the rise, largely a result of rising longevity, but also due to a squeeze on formal public support. Against this background, it is important to appreciate the impact of informal care on the health of caregivers. Such information will be critical for policy interventions to enhance independent and self-reliant living in old age. Vlachantoni et al. (2013) provided a useful summary of the impact of informal care provision on the health status and mortality of older people. A general finding that emerges is that providing care is beneficial not just for care recipients but also for the health of caregivers. For instance, O’Reilly et al. (2008), using census data for Northern Ireland that was linked to death registration data, found that caregivers had lower mortality than non-caregivers, but the mortality risk for caregivers was positively associated with the number of hours spent providing care. Rahrig Jenkins et al. (2009) obtained a similar finding by using data for the United States. They found that care provision for a spouse does not have an independent negative impact on the carer’s health. Finally, Fredman et al. (2010) used a prospective cohort study for the United Kingdom to support the finding that caregivers fared better in terms of mortality risk than non-caregivers, although caregivers report generally higher stress levels from the burden of caregiving.
In summary, studies reviewed here provide a complex and nuanced picture of factors that influence health outcomes in old age. There are some areas where findings offer unambiguous results, such as the experience of traumatic life events being associated with poor health in later life, and caregiving as beneficial for recipients and the health of caregivers. There are other areas where associations are unclear, such as the link of health to childbearing.

**SOCIAL SUPPORT AND CONNECTEDNESS**

**TRIGGER EVENTS**

Very few studies have analysed the impact of trigger events or lifetime experiences on the availability and dynamics of social support and social connectedness. The most common such study is the analysis of the impact of marital disruptions, either due to death of partner or divorce, on changes in social support. Study of such trigger events is understandably important, since loss of a partner, particularly at older ages, removes the most natural source of help and support. For example, Utz et al. (2002) found evidence of higher informal social interaction with friends after widowhood, but the same was not true for ‘formal’ social engagement such as volunteer activities. Glaser et al. (2006) showed that widowhood had a similar effect to divorce on reducing contact with friends even when baseline health status was controlled for. Peters and Liefbroer (1997) demonstrated how social connectedness among older persons aged 55 or more was associated with marital status and partnership history, based on data from the Netherlands. Their findings are very intuitive: Those without a partner are more likely to report loneliness than those with a partner, and those who have recently experienced partnership dissolution and/or gone through multiple partnership dissolutions have higher levels of loneliness.

Broese van Groenou et al. (2006) examined socio-economic status differences in the receipt of informal support and support from formal sources, using data for Belgium, Italy, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. They found that in each country, there were socio-economic class gradients in the utilization of both formal and informal care. In all four countries, older people in low socio-economic groups mostly required such help. Yeandle et al. (2012) compared policy changes in Australia, Finland and the United Kingdom, and argued that a trend towards greater privatization, and more individualized and personalized services, can be linked to a greater reliance on informal care provision by family members in these countries.

Another trigger is the change of health status in the receipt of informal care, although its impact on the availability of social support may be obvious, since those in poor health are more likely to get support. For instance, Geerlings et al. (2005) found the incidence of chronic diseases and functional limitations to be associated with the onset of informal care. Stoller and Pugliesi (1991), on the other hand, found diminishing health to increase the scope but not the size of social networks.
Grant et al. (2009) analysed the views of older people of Moldova with regard to the benefits or losses linked with migration. They found that the migration of adult children is accompanied by high costs in terms of social isolation, emotional distress and lack of informal care, as well as an increased burden of care provision to grandchildren. On the basis of discussions in a focus group, and also in-depth interviews with older people, they concluded that the losses outweighed the economic benefits arising from outward migration from Moldova.

LIFE HISTORIES

In general, there has been little research on the impact of life course experiences on social support and connectedness in later life, especially in the context of less economically developed countries. Future areas with strong research potential would be to examine gender differences in assembling different types of social support for old age. For example, it would be useful to see how a higher level of engagement with work, especially at older ages, enhances opportunities for social networks, and how women’s greater social skills and tendencies towards engagement with friends and relatives may enhance their ties in older ages.

Demey et al. (2013) used longitudinal data from the United Kingdom to show that those mid-life men who have not had children, have no educational qualifications, are not economically active and who live in rented housing were likely to be most at risk of needing a social and economic safety net in old age. Other studies looked at the adverse impact of marital disruptions over the life course for old-age social support and connectedness. Studies on the impact of parental divorce, however, provide ambiguous findings: Some have reported no relationship between divorce and help given or received in old age (Aquilino 1994, Pezzin and Schone 1999), others have reported a negative relationship with time and money transfers (Furstenberg et al. 1995, Kalmijn 2007), and some have found that older divorced or separated parents (analysis restricted to those aged 70 and over) were more likely to receive help from children compared to those who are still married (Glaser et al. 2008).

Some studies have also investigated the link between social support and widowhood. Unlike divorce, most studies have shown no significant relationship between widowhood and social contact (Bulcroft and Bulcroft 1991), although with regard to measures of instrumental assistance, some research has shown that widowed parents receive more support from children compared with still married parents (Ha et al. 2006). Studies that are able to identify and examine widowers separately have shown lower contact levels compared with fathers who are still married (Kalmijn 2007).

In identifying contexts, studies have established some general evidence. For instance, a parent’s gender is clearly important, because partnership dissolution has a greater negative impact on support for older men in comparison to older women (Furstenberg et al. 1995, Kalmijn 2007). Furstenberg et al. (1995) found that divorce timing also matters: The younger the age of the child at
the time of the parental partnership disruption, the lower the level of contact reported by older parents. Pezzin and Schone (1999) showed that older parents were more likely to receive assistance from their biological children than stepchildren.

All in all, it can be surmised that health status in later life reflects exposures to favourable or unfavourable early life environments, and lifestyle and diet behaviour throughout life. Also, studies show that woman who are out of the labour force for longer periods and had children, and those who divorce and do not remarry, are often at a greater risk of poverty and low income in old age. In the same vein, research has shown that marital disruptions over the life course may have adverse consequences for social support and connectedness at older ages.

INEQUALITIES

Selected studies are reviewed in this section to highlight specific aspects of vulnerabilities in old age, and their association with gender, education, family and socio-economic status as well as with political and institutional contexts.

HEALTH AND WELL-BEING

The studies reviewed first revealed problems of inequality in health status and well-being among older people. They showed that in general, increasing age, being female, low education, low wealth status and not having a partner present were associated with poorer health and well-being, and in general lower quality of life (Debpuur et al. 2010, Hirve et al. 2010, Van Minh et al. 2010, Gómez-Olivé et al. 2010, Phaswana-Mafuya et al. 2013). Given these findings, it is obvious that in most contexts, specific policy actions need to be designed to improve the health and well-being of disadvantaged older people—particularly women, the oldest people, and those with lower education and economic status.

In general, lack of data on the health and well-being of older people in developing countries makes it difficult to monitor trends in the health status of adults, and the impact of social policies on their health and welfare. This gap has now been filled, at least partly, by the World Health Organization’s (WHO) study on global ageing and adult health (SAGE), which was conducted in China, Ghana, India, Mexico, the Russian Federation and South Africa between 2007 and 2010 (see Kowal et al. 2010). For example, Biritwum et al. (2013), by using SAGE Wave 1 data for Ghana, showed the potential of these surveys in studying household characteristics and intra-household dynamics, and their influence on the health and well-being of older Ghanaians.

Debpuur et al. (2010) investigated self-reported health and functional limitations among older people in the Kassena-Nankana district of Ghana using SAGE. Their results were consistent with what has been observed in other studies: Self-reported health declines with age among both men and
women, and such patterns are reflected in increasing functional disability. Household wealth was significantly associated with self-reported health, with wealthier adults more likely to rate their health as good.

Likewise, Hirve et al. (2010) examined social gradients in self-reported health and well-being among adults aged 50 and over in Pune District, India. They used a shortened version of the SAGE questionnaire for self-reported assessments of performance, function, disability, quality of life and well-being. One novelty of this study was that the self-reported responses were calibrated using anchoring vignettes in eight key domains of mobility, self-care, pain, cognition, interpersonal relationships, sleep/energy, affect and vision. The study found that disability in all domains increased with age and lower levels of education. Females and the oldest people without a living spouse reported poorer health status and greater disability across all domains. Self-reports on quality of life were not significantly influenced by socio-demographic variables. For instance, the presence or absence of a spouse did not significantly alter quality of life, suggesting a possible protective effect provided by traditional joint family structures in India.

Along the same lines, Van Minh et al. (2010) studied patterns of health status and quality of life among older people (aged 50 and beyond) in rural Viet Nam. Women more often reported poor health status and poor quality of life compared to men. Rising age was also significantly associated with poor health status and poor quality of life, whereas higher education and higher economic status were significant positive predictors. The respondents whose families included other older people were significantly less likely to report poor quality of life. Interestingly, almost the same results can be seen in Gómez-Olivé et al. (2010) in a study of older adults in rural South Africa. The same can be said for a study of Tanzania (Mwanyangala et al. 2010) that showed that for people aged 50 and over, having good quality of life and health status was significantly associated with being male, married and not among the oldest people.

Phaswana-Mafuya et al. (2013) studied self-reported health and functioning, and its associated factors among older South Africans, using a national population-based cross-sectional survey. As has been the case in previous studies, the majority of the respondents viewed their health positively, attributed to the fact that generally individuals tend to overrate their health. On balance, men reported very good or good health more often than women, and this may partly be due to the fact that women are generally more aware of health issues than men. As in previous studies, this one further revealed that increasing age (see, for example, WHO 2005), being female (see, for instance, Debpuur et al. 2010), being black or Native American (see, for example, Williams et al. 2008), low education (see, for example, Ng et al. 2010 and studies reviewed above), low wealth status (see, for instance, Van Minh et al. 2010 and Hirve et al. 2010) and not being married (see, for example, Waite and Gallagher 2000) were associated with poorer self-rated health, greater difficulties in performing
daily tasks and in general lower quality of life. A general understanding has been that elderly people with low socio-economic status depend heavily on public sector health services, and the public health system is often not appropriately equipped to provide good quality services. The implications are clear: The depreciation in health and daily functioning with increasing age is likely to increase demand for health care and other services, as there will be more older people in low-resource settings. There will be a need for regular monitoring of the health status of older people to develop public health agencies, and for data on how best to assess, protect, and promote the health and well-being of older people.

Researchers from the African Population and Health Research Centre studied the survival strategies and adaptation of older men and women in Nairobi slums (Mudege and Ezeh 2009). Their research was based on data from focus group discussions and in-depth individual interviews, starting with an emphasis on how the division between the domestic and public spheres impacts differentially on health and adaptation to old age. The fact that men are more often preoccupied in the public sphere during their earlier, working life appeared to make it more difficult for them to look after themselves in their domestic life, in terms of their inability or reluctance to perform activities essential for their healthy living. Such self-neglect exposed older men to nutritional inadequacies, and to illness and early death compared to older women. For women, the disadvantage of lacking contact in the public sphere was offset by their greater participation in the domestic sphere, giving them a ‘gender advantage’ in terms of survival and health and adaptation to old age—noting as well that the gender disadvantage of lacking public contact erodes with advancing age and frailty.

The paper also discussed the impact of gender roles on the development of social networks, and how these networks in turn impact health and social adjustment. Older women fared better in their social networks, developed mainly during earlier phases of their lives; they therefore suffered less social isolation in comparison to men. The evidence also suggested that social support networks for men helped prevent ill health and general unhappiness among older men in slums. Such support groups equipped men with skills they needed to lead a healthy and active life in old age, provided them with necessary information to alleviate social isolation, and instilled a sense of belonging and usefulness.

The paper further investigated how older people are adjusting and coping with the new challenges they face as a result of high morbidity and mortality among adults in the reproductive age groups. Older people were negatively affected by the burdens of having to look after their orphaned grandchildren. Better treatment and greater support to younger adults affected by HIV and AIDS, through public health and care system, would in turn improve the overall health of older people,
especially older women, as they would not be overly burdened with looking after orphaned grandchildren or increasingly sick adult children.

Falkingham et al. (2011) explored how socio-economic inequality in health persisted among older people living in resource-poor urban slums of Nairobi, using self-reported health assessments of functionality and disability status. The socio-economic position of older persons aged 50 or more was assessed on the basis of their education, occupation, a wealth index and their main source of livelihood. The results showed the expected negative association with health and socio-economic position, in some, but not all, types of disability. Primary level of education was a significant factor for women but not for men. Wealth status was associated with lower disability for both men and women. Older people dependent on their own sources of livelihood were also less likely to experience a disability.

Whitehouse and Zaidi (2008) reviewed findings on socio-economic differences in mortality and life expectancy using more than 50 previous studies on the topic. These studies, which cover various countries, time periods and measures of socio-economic status, provided the following broad findings:

- Socio-economic status as proxied by income, occupation or education strongly affected mortality and life expectancy;
- The effects were generally larger for men than for women; and
- The size of mortality differences by socio-economic status increased over time.

In this review, numerous studies provided clear evidence that higher levels of education reduce mortality and increase life expectancy. For example, Sorlie et al. (1995) showed that working-age men in the United States with 16 or more years of education were around 60 percent less likely to die in a particular period than men with 12 years of education, while men with five to eight years of education were 35 percent more likely to die than the baseline. The effects for women were smaller but still significant (this result was confirmed by Brown 2000; however, Lantz et al. 1998 found the opposite effect: a stronger relationship between education and mortality for women than for men). Deaton and Paxson (1999) showed that education affects life expectancy differently: for men, education and mortality are linked only through income, while for women, education has an independent influence on death rates. Using data for the United Kingdom, Attanasio and Emmerson (2001) found that education significantly affected morbidity (in other words, health status), but not mortality. Deaton and Paxson (2001) showed that education reduced mortality in the United Kingdom, but had a much weaker effect than that observed in the United States.
Occupation is a core socio-economic variable that reflects educational attainment, individual income and economic development. The evidence reported in Whitehouse and Zaidi (2008) affirmed a strong link between mortality and occupations. Sorlie et al. (1995) and Rogers et al. (2000) both showed that higher level occupations have much lower death rates than lower ones in the United States. For the United Kingdom, the Office of National Statistics reported that professional men can expect to live four years longer than men on average, while unskilled men live more than four years less than the average. For women, occupational life expectancy differentials were about half of those for men (Office of National Statistics 2006). Cambois (2004) found similar results for French men. Blane and Drever (1998) showed that mortality differentials measured in years of potential life lost fell more rapidly for men in professional and managerial occupations than they did for manual workers between 1970 and 1993, with only a very small improvement for unskilled manual workers. In terms of correlation with other socio-economic characteristics and health, Rogers et al. (2000) reported an inverse relationship between household income and mortality that holds regardless of sex, age, race or marital status. Moreover, the relation is robust to controls for other variables, including education and occupation.

POVERTY AND LOW INCOME

A study undertaken by Pal and Palacios (2008) analysed poverty rates for the elderly and non-elderly populations across states in India. They found that, with the important exception of Kerala, households with elderly members did not have higher poverty rates than non-elderly households. Although the result held across states, there was variation, suggesting that a survivorship bias driven by higher mortality rates among the lifetime poor was the underlying factor. In their test for this ‘survivorship bias’ (for instance, by using evidence from other datasets), they supported the long-established phenomenon that the poor die sooner than the rich. These findings have important implications for social pension policy, and suggest that programmes that reduce elderly mortality may actually increase the relative poverty levels of the elderly.

Poverty rates in OECD countries are higher for older people (aged 65 or more) than for the population as whole: 13.5 percent and 10.6 percent, respectively (OECD 2011). A most notable exception is Poland, where the old-age poverty rate is almost 10 percentage points lower than the overall rate. A greater proportion of older women live in poverty than older men, and old-age poverty rates increase with age (see figure 5). Poverty among the ‘younger’ old (aged 66 to 75) is generally rarer than among the ‘older’ old (aged 75 and over); the average poverty rates are 11.7 percent and 16.1 percent, respectively.

Older women are at a greater risk of poverty than older men in 27 out of 30 countries. Average poverty rates are 15 percent for women and 11 percent for men. There are exceptions to this pattern, especially in Iceland, Luxembourg and New Zealand, where there are low overall poverty rates for
older people. The largest gender poverty gaps are in Ireland, Finland and Norway, where women’s poverty rates exceed men’s by more than 10 percentage points. But there are also significant differences in Austria, Italy, Japan, Slovakia and the United States.

The biggest differences in poverty risk are observed by household type. Among those households headed by a single person aged over 65, around 25 percent live in poverty on average across OECD countries. This compares with less than 10 percent among people in couples. The great majority of single older people are especially likely to live in poverty in Ireland and the Republic of Korea. Income poverty rates of 40 to 50 percent for single older people are also found in Australia, Japan, Mexico and the United States.

Figure 5: Income poverty rates, by age and sex, of older people in OECD countries

Source: OECD 2011, p. 149.
A more detailed study by the Employee Benefit Research Institute showed similar inequalities for the older population in the United States (Banerjee 2012). The poverty rates were highest for people 85 and older: Nearly 15 percent of Americans aged 85 and above were living in poverty in 2009, which was the highest rate of all age groups. As in other OECD countries, older women have much higher rates of poverty than older men. Poverty rates for women 65 and older were nearly twice those of men in the same age group in almost every year from 2001 to 2009. Older single persons were more likely to be poor than older persons living as couples. In 2009, the poverty rate for couples 65 and older was just 4 percent, compared with almost 16 percent for single men in that age group. Older single women are especially vulnerable: Slightly more than one in five single women aged 65 and over lived in poverty during 2009. There are also sharp racial differences in the poverty rates of older persons living in the United States.

**Policy implications**

The study by Lloyd-Sherlock et al. (2012) provides a good starting point in reviewing policies seen to be effective in promoting the health and well-being of older people. They used specialized quantitative surveys and qualitative interviews in Brazil and South Africa to examine older people’s social exclusion not just in relation to their material resources but also their social relations. They concluded that disadvantages in access to education, health and employment over the life course play a significant role in determining both the quality and quantity of life in old age. Two generic conclusions stand out.

First, social policies and welfare systems in these two middle-income countries have been instrumental in reducing exclusion from material resources in later life. Notable measures include Brazil’s rural pension and _Bolsa Família_ (Family Allowance) programmes, and its Law for the Rights of Older People. These had major impacts in reducing people’s vulnerability to poverty. In South Africa, the old-age social grant now reaches a large majority of those eligible and has been found to make a significant contribution to reducing poverty risks among older people. One of the reasons for its high effectiveness is that it was extended to all people aged 60 or over at the end of the apartheid era; previously, it was limited to the white population and some selected other segments.

Second, social policies in such middle-income countries show awareness that the engagement and contribution of older people can foster social and economic development of the country. The same phenomenon can help counter the social exclusion of older people. Their research highlighted that older people in both Brazil and South Africa feel that they are well integrated within their households and wider communities. They also found that stronger relations of older people with
their family members happened at the expense of people’s material resources, by the sharing of pension income.

The results of the Global AgeWatch Index also identified contexts in which older people fare well in different domains of well-being and quality of life (see HelpAge International 2013a, 2013b). For example, results for Western European and Scandinavian welfare states showed that a long record of progressive investments in education and health care, employment and training, in the long term and throughout the life course, has paid social and economic dividends not just for individuals but also for societies as a whole. Sweden put its universal pension in place at a time when the country was what would now be called an emerging economy. Norway introduced its universal rights-based pension in 1937, long before it achieved its high-income status. These examples highlight the fact that good management of ageing is within the reach of governments, but such public policies need to be prioritized, maintained and expanded, something that has proved difficult in the currently austere times in many developed European economies.

Other middle- or low-income countries in which non-contributory social pensions have become part of social welfare programmes also fared rather well in the results of the Global AgeWatch Index. Argentina, Chile and Uruguay all underwent structural reforms of their pension systems in the 1990s. Each now has a basic non-contributory pension, available to older persons aged 60 or more. Both Chile and Uruguay have also recently eased eligibility by reducing contribution periods to access minimum pension guarantees.

Bolivia, a country with one of the lowest Human Development Index rankings in Latin America, has had a universal basic pension scheme since 1996. It therefore has a relatively high ranking on the income security component of the Global AgeWatch Index and ranks in the top 50 countries overall. Brazil’s social pension, particularly in rural areas, provides one of the most generous levels of basic income globally, and the impacts on poverty are well documented. In Venezuela, the social pension introduced in late 2011 is expected to help the country improve the income position of its elderly population in the future. Mexico’s new social pension, introduced in 2013, is another prime example of the recent emphasis of this policy strategy in many Latin American countries (Wilmore 2014). On the whole, these experience show that it is possible to implement measures to mitigate income inequalities in old age even in middle-income developing countries.

Mauritius is another good policy example. It is one of the best-performing countries in Africa in the income security domain of the Global AgeWatch Index, as it has nearly universal coverage of people over age 60 with a non-contributory pension. Its pioneering experiment with a universal old-age pension dates back to 1958 when Mauritius was a relatively poor country. That year, its gross domestic product (GDP) per capita was US$4,544. It was a bold policy measure to give each woman
from the age of 60 and each man from the age of 65 a cash benefit equal to 24 per cent of GDP per capita.

The social pension in Lesotho was introduced in 2004 for all over 70 years of age. This pension income support to older persons was considered particularly important since it reduced considerably (from 80 percent to 40 percent) the proportion of beneficiaries reporting they never or rarely had food to satisfy their hunger. Also, since pension benefits are shared within households, there is evidence they have improved education and consumption of dependent orphan children (Monchuk 2014).

South Africa is one of the only other African countries where the pension system includes a non-contributory social pension scheme, which pays out benefits to men over 65 and women over 60. These benefits are in practice providing a universal social pension to older people lacking other forms of pension support (Barrientos and Lloyd-Sherlock 2011). For these reasons, South Africa performs reasonably well in the income security domain of the Global AgeWatch Index.

Other countries in which near-universal health care coverage and services have been available, such as Bolivia, Chile and Costa Rica, also offer the most effective responses to the challenges and opportunities of population ageing. Bolivia has had a progressive social policy environment for older people for quite some time, particularly the National Plan on Ageing, which offers free health care for older people, in addition to a universal pension.

Chile and Costa Rica are testaments to the life course impacts of reforms introduced in both countries when the current older generation was young. In the late 1940s, Costa Rica set up the Caja, a social security system that has since provided universal health care coverage and services that are among the best in Latin America (Boddiger 2012).

Chile, which leads Latin America on the Human Development Index, achieved its high position in the Global AgeWatch Index (19th out of 91 countries) mainly through its high ranking of 10 in the health domain. Health conditions in general have improved considerably in recent decades, with high life expectancy at birth and low levels of infant mortality. The Chilean health care system is structurally segmented, with low-income, high-risk populations being served mainly by the public sector, and high-income, low-risk populations generally being treated in the private sector. This segmentation may be the reason morbidity and mortality rates vary greatly across socio-economic groups, and the country is ranked very low in terms of economic equality (Missoni and Solimano 2010).

Results for other low- or middle-income countries show that limited resources do not have to be a barrier to providing for older citizens. Good social policies introduced in middle-income countries, such as Mauritius and Sri Lanka, offer lessons not just to other countries at the same stage of
economic development, but also to developed countries to improve the relative position of their older populations. In Sri Lanka, for instance, there have been long-term investments in education and health that have generated a cumulative lifetime advantage for many of today’s older people. Older Sri Lankans rank their social connections, physical safety and civic freedom highly. The findings for Sri Lanka in the Global AgeWatch Index are consistent with its relatively high ranking on the Human Development Index.

Evidence from other emerging economies, such as in India, Nigeria, Poland and the Republic of Korea, suggests that a strong economic performance does not necessarily trickle down to improve the well-being of older people. India’s strong economic performance has not yet resulted in widespread income security and access to health care in older age. This is despite the fact that it has an already large and growing population of older people. Older people’s health appears particularly problematic: India’s low relative position in this respect is largely driven by a lower life expectancy at age 60 of 17 years (three years less than China), and also lower health-adjusted life expectancy at age 60. India’s position in terms of the employment and education of older people is also relatively low, reflecting past policies. In terms of policy reforms, there has been only slow improvement through partial pension coverage for the poorest that entails patchy social protection measures at the state and national levels. A campaign to introduce a universal old-age benefit, however, has gained significant momentum. India’s Food Security Bill, a new welfare scheme in which food subsidies will be rolled out to the poorest segments of society, could help improve the position of older people. India can potentially benefit from the demographic dividend, as it still has large numbers of people of prime working age.

The Republic of Korea ranks rather low in the Global AgeWatch Index, especially in view of its high economic growth in recent times. It is the lowest-ranked OECD country and has the lowest ranking in Asia for the income security domain. This perverse outcome is to be attributed to the very high levels of poverty among older Koreans: Close to 45 percent of people aged 60 or more live on less than 50 percent of median household income; the corresponding poverty rate incidence for single elderly Korean persons is close to 76 percent. Pension income coverage is also relatively low, around 70 percent, although coverage could increase to almost 100 percent in the near future. The high old-age poverty rate is primarily due to the fact that the public pension scheme was introduced in 1988, so retirees in the mid-2000s had little or no time to accumulate pension entitlements in the new system. Poverty among older Koreans has to be seen by current policy makers as one of their major challenges.
Conclusions

While the social and technological evolutions of the 20th century have seen phenomenal advances in the areas of human longevity, an understanding of ageing and the emancipation of women within a globalizing world, societal responses have been slow to fully incorporate older people as a positive resource for society. In this light, the failure to provide adequate social policy responses in many countries has created a mismatch between wider societal experiences of advances in longevity, and evolution in the opportunities that could foster and reward people in the later stages of their lives. Such a lag has become obvious from differences across countries in terms of the quality of life and well-being of older people, observed in the findings of the Global AgeWatch Index.

For example, data provided by the index show that in 2013, close to half of all countries covered were at least 50 percent below the benchmark set by the best-performing Nordic and Western European countries. Many of the countries at the bottom of the ranking, mainly from sub-Saharan Africa and the Middle East, but also Afghanistan and Pakistan, had achieved less than one-third of the desirable benchmark values. Since the majority of these bottom-ranked countries are also those with fast rises in the proportions of older people, it is obvious that these countries are experiencing a serious structural lag in prioritizing policies and programmes that promote the lives of older people.

A clear conclusion is that greater social policy efforts are required in countries worldwide, with the aim of generating preconditions for a higher quality of life and well-being for older people, and making welfare provision models more sustainable. For policy considerations, an essential distinction is between policies suitable for the current generation of the elderly, and forward-looking policies required for future generations of older people. The current elderly need protection since they are restricted in their opportunities, and the future elderly need additional opportunities for employment, savings and better planning.

In providing income security in retirement, for instance, it will be necessary to not just promote suitable contributory pension schemes as a vehicle for future pension incomes, but also safeguard current older populations with non-contributory social pensions if they have failed to generate adequate contributory pensions. It is argued that greater coverage of both contributory and non-contributory schemes will enhance financial security and resilience in old age. Non-contributory social pensions have been identified particularly to be good practice examples of reducing economic vulnerabilities in those countries where there is a large informal employment sector. Contributory schemes that have inherent redistributive elements and contain little or no disincentives for longer working careers are good policy examples to ensure the future sustainability of modern welfare systems.
For future generations of old-age populations, the aim will have to be not just to reduce exposure to life course experiences that affect human development, but, more crucially, to increase individual capabilities and resilience over the whole life. Thus, the human development people-empowering approach, which is akin to the social investment approach of the European Commission, needs to be adopted, so as to emphasize education and training interventions, not just during younger ages but during all later stages of life. A greater emphasis on active ageing policy discourse falls in line with the idea of empowering people to contribute to their own development and the society around them. These are also principles underlying the agenda of human development and enhancement of internal and structural capabilities pursued in the 2014 Human Development Report.

The discussion in this paper has brought to the fore many factors that reduce vulnerability and enhance resilience among older people.

First, to boost the personal resilience of people in old age, social investment interventions must be implemented early in the life cycle, particularly to offset negative impacts of the ageing process. Health and education are strong determinants of human capital, which in turn is a strong predictor of unequal experiences of ageing. Moreover, income and employment security have lifelong impacts, not only during working-age phases of life, but into and during old age.

Second, the provision of age-friendly enabling environments boosts community resilience. It reduces the exposure to risks that individuals face in old age and mitigates any adverse impact. The suggested improvements in physical, social and institutional infrastructure are numerous, but lifelong learning, access to information and communications technology, social connectedness, physical safety, civic freedom and access to key public services such as transport are critical (for more discussion, see Zaidi 2014a and HelpAge International 2013b).

Third, the strengthening of formal support in the form of social protection schemes in recent times has produced an emphasis on basic non-contributory social pensions, which have generated highly desirable outcomes in terms of the income security of older persons in many countries. These schemes have become most widespread in the recent past in the major Latin American economies, such as Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico and Uruguay. Brazil’s social pension, particularly in rural areas, has provided generous levels of basic pension income. Bolivia’s National Plan on Ageing includes not just free health care for older people but also a non-contributory universal pension. In Chile and Costa Rica, there are lifelong impacts of reforms introduced during the last two decades when much of the current older generation was young. Costa Rica’s Caja has provided universal health care coverage and services that are among the best in Latin America, and generate a positive impact on the health status of the current generation of older people (HelpAge International 2013a, 2013b).
Fourth, one other point emphasized in this paper and in the analysis of the Global AgeWatch Index is how economic development does not automatically lead to improvements in the lives of older citizens. Instead, specific public policy priorities are required for promoting the quality of life and well-being of older people. Examples highlighted include Norway and Sweden, since, long before the countries attained their current high-income status, they introduced progressive investments in education, health care, employment and training, and social security throughout the life course. Likewise, the introduction of good practice social policies in middle-income countries, such as Mauritius and Sri Lanka, offer good lessons, not just to countries at a similar stage of economic development but also to developed countries. In Sri Lanka, long-term investments in education and health have generated a cumulative lifetime advantage for many of today’s older people, offering strong lessons to other South Asian countries such as India and Pakistan. Mauritius, on the other hand, offers good lessons for other African nations in terms of the income security of older people, with nearly universal coverage of people over age 60 with a non-contributory pension.

A final argument that emerges from the multiple strands of evidence presented in this paper addresses the costs of implementing new approaches in dealing with the future challenges of population ageing. The concern is often expressed that adopting and implementing such approaches in the post-crisis world of austerity is much too expensive an option, in particular for the poorer countries. The arguments developed in this paper point in the other direction. Using the capability approach to enhance human development and linking it with the life course perspective ultimately illustrates the costs of vulnerability and the benefits of developing resilience among the elderly. Poor countries do not become any poorer by implementing social investment policies that improve the lives of their citizens; rather, the process enhances the development of these countries and strengthens society’s human and structural resilience to deal with the economic and social challenges arising from population ageing. Early interventions result in more savings, such as by reaping benefits of longer working careers and reduced expenditures on health and care costs. These benefits outweigh the expenditures made, say, towards better education, health and employment opportunities during the working life.
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